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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to give some structure theorem of certain 
integrally c osed ideals in Noetherian rings. 
Let A be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of A. Then an element x of A 
is said to be integral over Z if x satisfies an equation x” + c, x”- ’ + . . . + 
c, = 0 in A with ci E I’. The integral c osure I of Z is by definition theset of 
elements in A which are integral over Z and the ideal Zis called integrally 
closed if f= I. Let uA(Z) (resp. ht, I) denote the smallest number of 
elements insystems of generators for Z (resp. the height of I). Let Min, A/Z 
be the set of minimal prime divisors ofI. 
In this paper we shall study the problem when the ideals Z of A such that 
uA(Z) = ht, Z are integrally c osed and our result is stated as follows: 
THEOREM ( 1.1). Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and assume that 
uA(Z) = ht, I= r. Then the following conditions areequivalent. 
(1) I=z. 
(2) F=pl for all na 1. 
(3) For each p E Ass, A/Z, the local ring A, is regular nd 
l,+(ZA, +p*A,/p’A,,) 2 r- 1. 
When this is the case, AssA AfZ= Min, A/Z and Z is generated by an 
A-regular sequence. 
(Here lAp(ZAp + ’A,/p*A,) denotes the length of the A,-module IA, + 
P*A,/P*A,.) 
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As consequences of(1.1) we have 
COROLLARY (1.2) ([2] and [3]). With the same assumption usin (1.1) 
suppose fi = I. Then I is generated by an A-regular sequence and I” = I” for 
all n 3 1. 
COROLLARY ( 1.3). With the same assumption as in ( 1.1 ), suppose that 
r B 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The Rees ring R(Z) = 0, >,, Z” is normal. 
(2) I=Z and A is normal. 
(3) (a) A,, is regular and lAp( IA, + p2A,/p2A,) 3 r - 1 for 
p E Ass, AJI and 
(b) A, is normal for p E Spec A\ V(Z). 
We will prove Theorem ( 1.1) and Corollary ( 1.3) in Section 4. Sections 2 
and 3 are devoted to some preliminary steps which we need to prove (1.1) 
and (1.3). We shall restrict, in Section 3, our attention tothe case where A 
is a local ring and I is a parameter ideal for A; a series ofequivalent con- 
ditions to the integral c osedness ofZ, including a criterion in terms of 
Proj R(I), shall be given (Theorem (3.1)). We will discuss, inSection 2, a 
part of the theory of m-full ideals that plays akey role in the proof of both 
(1.1) and (3.1) (cf. (2.3) and (4.2)). 
In [3], Katz discussed a similar theme as ours and gave a few remarks 
on it. Here it should be mentioned that according toour Theorem (1.1)(3), 
his main theorem is false’ and the proof of Corollary 6 and 7 in the paper 
does not work; a complete proof is supplied by our paper and as is 
generalized in our Theorem (1.1) his assertions Corollaries 6 and 7 are 
true. 
In what follows let A be a Noetherian ring. Given an ideal Zof A, let f
denote the integral c osure of I. 
2. m-FULL IDEALS 
In this ection we assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m. 
Let I be a fixed ideal of A. 
DEFINITION (2.1). We say that Zis m-full, ifml: x = Z for some x E m. 
’ D. Katz has made a correction (cf. Arch. Math. 43 (1984), 574-575). In the revised for- 
mulation he gave a criterion for normal local complete intersections i  a Noetherian domain 
to be self-radical. 
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LEMMA (2.2) (cf. [6]). (1) Suppose that Z,(A/Z)< co. Then 
uA(Z) < I,(ml: x/ml) = Z,(A/Z+ xA) + u,(Z+ xA/xA) 
for any element x of m. 
(2) Suppose Zis m-full. Then uA( J) < vA( I) for any ideal J of A such 
that Jx Z and lA(J/Z) < 00. 
Proof (1) From the exact sequence 
0 + ml: xJmZ + A/ml --% A/mZ + A/ml + xA + 0, 
it follows that l,(mZ: x/mZ) = l,(A/mZ+ xA). Since Zc ml: x and 
I,(A/Z+ xA) + u,(Z+ xA/xA) = Z,(A/mZ+ xA), we get the required 
relations. 
(2) Choose x~rn so that ml: x= I. Then uA(J)< l,(J/mZ+ xJ), as 
mJz ml+ xJ. On the other hand since uA(Z) = l,(J/mZ+ xJ) by the exact 
sequence 
0 --t Z/ml + JJmZ -5 J/ml + JfmZ + XJ + 0, 
we have uA(J) d Q(Z). 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Let d = dim A z 1 and assume that Zis a parameter 
ideal for A. Then the following conditions areequivalent. 
(1) Z is m-full. 
(2) A is regular and l,(Z+ m’fm’) 3 d- 1. 
Proof (1) * (2) Let x E m such that ml: x = I. Then we have 
uA(m) < vA(Z) = I,(A/Z+ xA) + o,(Z+ xA/xA) 
by (2.2). Hence VA(m) <d and so A is regular. As I,(A/Z+xA)a 1 and 
u,(Z+xA/xA) 2 d- 1, we further find by the equality I,(A/Z+xA)+ 
v,(Z+ xA/xA) = d that Z+ xA = m. Thus Z,(Z+ m’/m’) 2 d- 1. 
(2) * (1) Choose x E m\m2 so that m = Z+ xA. Then we get uA(Z) =
l,(ml: xfml) = d by (2.2). Hence Z= ml: x, as I,(Z/mZ) = I,(ml: x/ml). 





Assume that A/m is infinite. If I= I, then I is m-full or 
Proof: Since the ideal 1/d@) of the ring A/m is integrally c osed, 
passing to A/J@?) we may assume A to be reduced. We further assume 
(0) # I $ A. Let X be an indeterminate ov r A and put u = X- ‘, T= 
A[{cXICEI), X-‘1 in A[X, X-l]. Let Sdenote theintegralclosureof Tin 
its total quotient ring. Then US n A = I. Since S is isomorphic toa direct 
product of a finite number of Krull domains, we get a primary decom- 
position 
uS=Q,nQ,n ‘.. nQ, 
of US with each Pi = & a height 1prime ideal of S. We put Vi = S, and 
ni= PiVi. 
Claim 1. Vi is a DVR and mVi#(0) for any 1 <idr. 
In fact since T is reduced, the ring Vi appears as one of the essential 
valuation rings in the derived normal ring of T/P for some P E Ass T. Let 
p=PnA. Then as P$u and as T[u-‘]=A[X,X-‘1, we have 
PA[X,X-‘]EAssA[X,X~‘]. Hence P=pA[X,X-‘]nTandpEAssA. 
Thus mVi#(0) asp#m. 
It follows from Claim 1 that m q n, . m Vi n A for any 1 < id r. Hence as 
A/m is infinite, w  may choose xE m so that x$ U;= ,(n,. mV,n A). Then 
mVj = x Vi for all 1 < i < r. Moreover we have 
Claim 2. ml: x = I. 
In fact let y E ml: x. Then as xy/l E ml/, .IVi, we get y/l E IV, c Qi Vi 
whence YE Qi for each i. Thus YE (n;=, Qi) n A =I. As the inclusion 
ml: x 2 I is clear, we have ml: x = I Thus I is m-full. 
COROLLARY (2.5). The ring A is regular if it contains an integrally 
closed parameter ideal I, 
Proof Passing to the ring A[X],,cx, where X is an indeterminate ov r 
A, we may assume A/m to be infinite. Then I is m-full or I= ,/@j by (2.4). 
Thus the conclusion follows from (2.3). 
3. INTEGRAL CLOSEDNESS OF PARAMETER IDEALS 
Throughout his ection we assume that A is a local ring with maximal 
ideal m and d= dim A > 1. Let I= (a,, a2,..., ad)A be a fixed parameter 
ideal for A and put R = Q II a,, I”, the Rees ring of I. Usually we identify R 
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with the A-subalgebra A[a,X, a,X,..., a&] of A[X], where X is an 
indeterminate ov r A. Let B = A [c/a, 1cE Z] ( cA [ l/u,]) and P = mB. 
The purpose of this ection isto prove the following 
THEOREM (3.1). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) R is normal. 
(2) depth A > 0 and Proj R is normal. 
(3) F=I”foruNn>l. 
(4) r=z. 
(5) A is unmixed and B, is a DVR. 
(6) A is regular and f,(Z+ m2/m2) > d- 1. 
For this purpose we need a few preliminaries. 
We put p*=pA[l/u,]nB for each pESpecA such that pda,. Note 
that p* E Spec B, p = p* n A, and A, = B,.. 
LEMMA (3.2). (1) dim B = d. 
(2) P is a height 1 prime ideal of B and P = m. 
(3) The elements ui/al mod P (2 < i Q d) of B/P are algebraically 
independent over A/m. 
(4) Let p E Spec A such that p i4 a, and let c’ = c mod p for each c E A. 
Then B/p* = A/p[c’/u; 1 cE Z] and hence dim B/p* < dim A/p. 
(5) Ass B= {p*lp~Ass A andpdu,}. 
Proof: ( 1) and (2) This is well known. 
(3) This follows from the fact that a,, a,,..., ud are analytically 
independent with respect tom. 
(4) We have an embedding B/p* c A/p[ l/u,] of A-algebras, whose 
image is C = A/p[c’/u’, 1 c EZ]. As dim C < dim A/p by the dimension for- 
mula, the second assertion follows. 
(5) Let q be a prime ideal of B and put p = q n A. If p d a,, then 
q=p* (recall A[l/u,]= B[l/a,]). Assertion (5) now follows, ince a, is 
B-regular. 
Let e(A) (resp. e(B,)) denote the multiplicity of A (resp. Br). 
PROPOSITION (3.3). e(B,) > e(A). 
Proof Let C = A[ T2, T,,..., Td] be a polynomial ring and let $: C + B 
denote the A-algebra m p defined by1(/( Ti) = a,/a, for all 2< i < d. Let K = 
Ker + and J = ( f2, f3 ,..., fd)C, where fi = a, Ti - a,. Then K =) J clearly. 
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Note that a;. Kc J for some n 3 1, because the kernel of the epimorphism 
A[l/a,]@. $: A[l/a,][T,, T ,..., Td]+A[l/a,] is generated by 
fi, f3,..., fd.Let M=mC and consider the exact sequence 
of C,-modules. Then as a;. L = (0) and as a,, f2,..., fd is a system of 
parameters for C,, we get l,,(L) < co and hence e(C,/JC,) = e(B,). 
Since (C,/JC,) > e(C,) by [S, 24.31 and e(C,) = e(A), the inequality 
e( BP) 2 e(A) now follows. 
COROLLARY (3.4). Suppose A is unmixed. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(1) R is normal. 
(2) Proj R is normal. 
(3) B, is a DVR. 
(4) A is regular and l,(Z+ m’/m’) 2 d- 1. 
Proof: (1) * (2) => (3) This is clear. 
(3) * (4) As e(A) = 1 by (3.3), A is regular by [S, 40.61. Let us prove 
Z,(Z+ m’/m’) > d- 1. We maintain the notation in Proof of (3.3). Note 
that K= J in our case, because a,, a,,..., ud is an A-regular sequence. 
Moreover f2, f3,..., fd is a part of a minimal system of generators for the 
maximal ideal mC, of C,, because B, = C,/JC, is a DVR. Thus 
l,(Z+ m2/m2) = l,(ZC,,,, + m2C,/m2C,) 2 d- 1 
since ZCM= (4,f2,f3,..., fd) CM. 
(4) =E- (1) The ring R is (S,), since it is Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [1 I). 
We must check that R is (R,). Take a height 1prime ideal Q of R and put 
q = Q n A. If q #m, then R, = A,[X] and R, is certainly a DVR. Assume 
q = m and we have Q = mR, because Q =) mR and mR is a non-zero prime 
ideal in R (use the facts that R/ZR = @ nTO F/Z”+’ and that a,, u2,..., ud are 
analytically independent wi$Jr respect tom). In particular Q du,X for any 
1 < i < d. Write m = (a, ..., ui ,..., ad b) A with bsm and 1 <i<d. We may 
asume i> 1. Let S=R[l/a,X]. Then because S=B[a,X, l/u,X] and 
QS = PS, R, is a D VR if and only if B, is. We will show that B, is a D VR. 
Let us write ui = x. , + i uixj + by with xj, yE A. Then 
a1 . ~,/a, - 1 uj/al. xi-x1 EbB, 
if I,i > 
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and hence we get a, E bB, as 
ada, - 1 aj/a, *xi-xl 4 P 
j# 1-i 
by (3.2)(3). Thus mB, = bB, and B, is a DVR. 
Remark (3.5). Unless A is unmixed, the implication [(3) * (4)] in 
(3.4) is not true in general. Infact according to Nagata [S, p. 2041, there 
exist a Noetherian local integral domain A of dim A = 2 and a system a, b 
of parameters for A such that A is not regular but B = A[b/a] is regular. 
LEMMA (3.6). Let J= (b,, b, ,..., b,) A be an m-primary ideal of A. Then 
A[c/b,lcEJ]#m*A[c/b,IcEJ] 
for some 1 <i<r. 
Proof Assume the contrary and choose s2 1 so that bf is in mJ” for all 
ldidr. Let G=Q..oJ”/J”+l and put fi = bj mod J2. Then as f; E mG, 
we see that all f% are nilpotent inG whence d = dim G = O-this is a con- 
tradiction. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem (3.1). 
Proof of Theorem (3.1). 
(l)*(3)+(4) and (l)*(2) This is clear. 
(5)0(6)*(l) See (3.4). 
(4) * (6) We may assume A/m to be infinite. Then Z is m-full by (2.4) 
and assertion (6) follows from (2.3). 
(2) * (5) It is enough to check that A is unmixed. 
We put C = R [c/a, 1c E Z] and Q = mC, where a denotes the m-adic om- 
pletion of A. Let N be a maximal ideal of C that contains Q. 
CLAIM. ( 1) dim C,/QC, = d- 1 and 
(2) dim C,/J=dfor any JEASS C,. 
Proof of Claim. As the ideal N/Q is maximal in the ring C/Q, assertion 
(1) follows from (3.2)(3). For the second assertion, otice that 
Ass, B/a,B= {P} as B is normal, Then we get Ass, C/a, C = {Q} since 
B/a, B = C/a, C. Let JE Ass C, and choose J’ E AssCN C,/a, C, so that 
S I> J (this choice is possible asa, is C,-regular; see, e.g., [4, 15.D]). Then 
J’ = QC, and so dim C,/J’ = d - 1 by assertion (1). Thus dim C,/J= d as 
J $ J’. 
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Now let us show that A is unmixed. Assume the contrary and take 
p E Ass a so that dim A/p < d. Then by (3.6) we have 
A/p[c’/ai I cE Z] # m . (Al/p[c’/u; 1 c E Z]) (#) 
for some 1 d i < d, where c’ = c mod p for each c E a. We may assume i = 1 
and may further assume that a, is A-regular, since depth A > 0. Then as 
p i4 a,, we get C/p* = a/p[c’/a; 1 cE Z] by (3.2)(4). According to (# ), this 
identification yields Q +p* # C. Hence Q +p* c N for some maximal ideal 
N of C and so we have dim C,/p*C, = d by (2) of the above claim (recall 
that p* E Ass C, cf. (3.2)(j)). This cannot happen, because 
dim C,Jp*C, < dim C/p* < dim A/p < d 
by (3.2)(4). Thus A is unmixed. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) AND COROLLARY (1.3) 
In this ection let A be a Noetherian ring and Z= (a,, a*,..., a,)A an 
ideal of A. Assume that uA(Z) = ht, Z= r. Let G(Z) = en,,, Z”/Z”+’ be the 
form ring of Z and let II/: A/Z[X,, X,,..., X,]+ G(Z) denote the A/Z-algebra 
map defined by $(Xi) = ui mod Z2 for 1~ i < r, where X;s are indeter- 
minates. Let Z = n p E AssA A,, Z(p) be a primary decomposition of Z in A. We 
put UC npeMinA A/I z(P). 
LEMMA (4.1). Suppose that I= Z. Then we have 
(1) i7=u. 
(2) For any p E Min, A/Z, the local ring A, is regular and 
fA,,(ZA, +p2A,/p2A,) 2 r - 1. 
(3) rf Ass, A/Z= Min, A/Z, the map $: A/Z[X,, X2,..., X,] + G(Z) is 
an isomorphism and hence Z is generated by an A-regular sequence. 
Proof: (1) It suffices to check that Z(p) = Z(p) for all p E Min, A/Z. Let 
x~Z(p). Then x/l ED A, and hence we get x/l eZ(p) A,, as Z(p) A,= 
IA, and as IA, is integrally c osed in A,. Thus x E Z(p). 
(2) As uA(Z)= ht, Z=r, we get uAp(ZAp)= htAp(ZA,) =r. Hence 
dim A, = r and ZAds a parameter ideal for A,. The assertions now follow 
from (3. I), since IA, = IA,. 
(3) Let p E AssA A/Z. Then by (2), a,, a,,..., a, forms a regular 
sequence in A,. Hence the map A, @A $: A,/ZA,[X, X2 ,..., X,] + G(ZA,) 
is an isomorphism and so @ is. The second assertion follows from the first 
(cf. PI). 
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PROFQSITION (4.2). Zf f= Z, then Ass, A/Z = Min, A/Z. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and choose an embedded prime divisor p 
of Z so that ht, p is as small as possible. Passing to the ring A,, we may 
assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m and that m is a unique 
embedded prime divisor of I. Hence 0 < ZA( U/Z) < co. We may further 
assume A/m to be infinite. Then Z is m-full by (2.4). Therefore asuA( U) < 
uA(Z) by (2.2), we get uA( U) = ht, U = r. Hence by (4.1) the ideal U is 
generated byan A-regular sequence, say b,, b2,..., b,.
CLAIM. dim A/U= 1. 
In fact write a, = I;= i c,b, with cij EA, 1 d i, j< r and put d = det[cU]. 
Note that A em, as I# U. We will show that dim A/Z+ AA = 0. Assume the 
contrary and choose PE Spec A so that Z+ AA c p Y$ m. Then as 
IA, = UA,, the matrix [cii] induces an exchange of two minimal systems 
1 aI, a2,..., a,}and {b,, b,..., b ) of generators for the ideal IA, and hence 
A must be a unit in A,, i.e., A $p. This contradicts thechoice of p and we 
get that dim A/Z+ AA = 0. Thus dim A/Z= 1, which yields dim A/U= 1, 
too. 
Since U has no embedded prime divisors, the above claim shows that 
A/U is Cohen-Macaulay and hence A is (recall that U is generated byan 
A-regular sequence). Consequently Z must be unmixed, as u,JZ) = ht, I. 
This is a required contradiction and we conclude that Ass,, A/Z= Min, A/Z. 
We are now in position toprove Theorem (1.1) and Corollary (1.3). 
Proof of Theorem ( 1.1). (2) * (1) This is clear. 
(l)*(3) See (4.1) and (4.2). 
(3)* (2) and the last assertions. Let PE Ass, A/Z. Then as A, is 
Cohen-Macaulay and u,.,~(ZA~) = htAp(ZA,), we find the ideal IA, has no 
embedded prime divisors. Hence p E Min, AjZ and so IA,, = IA, by (3.1). 
Thus I= Z (cf. Proof of (4.1)( 1)). Consequently b (4.1)(3), Z isgenerated 
by an A-regular sequence. Hence Ass, A/I” = Ass, A/Z for all n> 1. In par- 
ticular I”has no embedded prime divisors. Since I”A, = I”A, for any 
p E Ass, A/Z” by (3.1), we get I” = Z” similarly as in the case where n = 1. 
Proof of Corollary (1.3). 
Let R = R(Z). We identify R with the A-subalgebra A [cXl c E I] of a 
polynomial ring A [Xl. 
(1) + (3) Let p E Spec A\V(Z). Then R, = AJX] and so A, is nor- 
mal. Note that Z contains a nonzero-divisor a fA, as A is reduced. Let 
c E Z. Then recalling R[ l/a] = A[ l/a] [Xl, we see CXE R because CX is in 
R[ l/a] and is integral over R. Hence c E Z and we get I= I. Assertion (a) 
now follows from (1.1). 
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(3)*(2) It is enough to check that V(Z) is (R,) and (S,). Let 
p E V(Z) and assume depth A, < 1. Then r = 1 and Z= aA for some nonzero- 
divisor a of A (cf. (1.1 ), the last assertions). Consequently p EAss, A/I and 
hence by assumption (a), A, is a DVR. Thus V(Z) is (R,) and (S,). 
(2) = (1) The ring R is integrally c osed in A [Xl, because 7;; = Z” for 
all n> 1 by ( 1.1). Notice that R and A [X] have a common total quotient 
ring, since Icontains a nonzero-divisor of A.Then we get R is normal, as 
A[X] is. This completes the proof of (1.3). 
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